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BEPCII: Beijing Electron Positron Collider
symmetric collisions at ECM between 2.0 and 5.0 GeVe+e−

BESIII:  Beijing Spectrometer
a versatile detector covering 93% of 4π

running since 2009 at the Institute of High Energy Physics in Beijing, China
13$

Study$Y(4260)$at$BESIII$
•  Dec, 2012 to Jan, 2013, BESIII accumulate 525 pb-1 data 

@ 4.26 GeV, world’s largest data set! 
•  Study e+e-!π+π�J/ψ exclusive process.�

π+π�+++�� π+π�µ+µ��

1.  Very simple and straightforward analysis. 
2.  The produced vector charmonium(like) state almost in rest frame. 
3.  Y(4260)!π+π�J/ψ, four charged track detected. 

e+e� ! ⇡+⇡�J/ ; J/ ! µ+µ�
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Hadron Spectroscopy at the BESIII Experiment

TOPIC EXAMPLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

CURRENT 
DATA SETS PROSPECTS FUTURE 

DATA SETS

LIGHT MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋𝜂' 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜂𝜂'

10 billion  
J/𝜓 decays

glueballs, hybrids, 
coupled-channel 

analyses

LIGHT BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
𝜓(2S) → pp𝜂 

𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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with a Breit-Wigner (BW) function convolved with a
Gaussian mass resolution function (with !!13 MeV=
c2) to represent the X"1835# signal plus a smooth poly-
nomial background function. The mass and width obtained
from the fit (shown in the bottom panel in Fig. 3) are M !
1833:7$ 6:1 MeV=c2 and ! ! 67:7$ 20:3 MeV=c2. The
signal yield from the fit is 264$ 54 events with a con-
fidence level 45.5% ("2=d:o:f: ! 57:6=57) and %2 lnL !
58:4. A fit to the mass spectrum without a BW signal
function returns %2 lnL ! 126:5. The change in %2 lnL
with ""d:o:f:# ! 3 corresponds to a statistical significance
of 7:7! for the signal.

Using MC-determined selection efficiencies of 3.72%
and 4.85% for the #0 ! $&$%# and #0 ! %& modes,
respectively, we determine a product BF of

B!J= ! %X"1835#" ' B!X"1835#! $&$%#0"
! "2:2$ 0:4# ( 10%4:

The consistency between the two #0 decay modes is
checked by fitting the distributions in Figs. 1(c) and 2(c)
separately with the method described above. The fit to
Fig. 1(c) gives M ! 1827:4$ 8:1 MeV=c2 and ! !
54:2$ 34:5 MeV=c2 with a statistical significance of
5:1!. From the 68$ 26 signal events obtained from the
fit, the product BF is B!J= ! %X"1835#" ' B!X"1835#!
$&$%#0" ! "1:8$ 0:7# ( 10%4. Similar results are ob-

tained if we apply only a 4C kinematic fit in this analysis.
For the fit to Fig. 2(c), the mass and width are determined
to be M ! 1836:3$ 7:9 MeV=c2 and ! ! 70:3$
23:1 MeV=c2 with a statistical significance of 6.0 !.
For this mode alone, the signal yield of 193$ 43 sig-
nal events corresponds to B!J= ! %X"1835#" '
B!X"1835# ! $&$%#0" ! "2:3 $ 0:5# ( 10%4. The
X"1835# mass, width, and product BF values determined
from the two #0 decay modes separately are in good
agreement with each other.

The systematic uncertainties on the mass and width are
determined by varying the functional form used to repre-
sent the background, the fitting range of the mass spectrum,
the mass calibration, and possible biases due to the fitting
procedure. The latter are estimated from differences be-
tween the input and output mass and width values from MC
studies. The total systematic errors on the mass and width
are 2:7 and 7:7 MeV=c2, respectively. The systematic error
on the branching fraction measurement comes mainly from
the uncertainties of MDC simulation (including systematic
uncertainties of the tracking efficiency and the kinematic
fits), the photon detection efficiency, the particle identifi-
cation efficiency, the #0 decay branching fractions to
$&$%# and %&, the background function parametrization,
the fitting range of the mass spectrum, the requirements on
numbers of photons, the invariant-mass distributions of %%
pairs in the two analyses, the $&$% invariant-mass distri-
bution in #0 ! %$&$% decays, MC statistics, the total
number of J= events [15], and the unknown spin-parity of
the X"1835#. For the latter, we use the difference between
phase space and a JPC ! 0%& hypothesis for the X"1835#.
The total relative systematic error on the product branching
fraction is 20.2%.

In summary, the decay channel J= ! %$&$%#0 is
analyzed using two #0 decay modes, #0 ! $&$%# and
#0 ! %&. A resonance, the X"1835#, is observed with a
high statistical significance of 7:7! in the $&$%#0

invariant-mass spectrum. From a fit with a Breit-Wigner
function, the mass is determined to be M ! 1833:7$
6:1"stat# $ 2:7"syst# MeV=c2, the width is ! ! 67:7$
20:3"stat# $ 7:7"syst# MeV=c2, and the product branch-
ing fraction is B"J= ! %X# ' B"X ! $&$%#0# !
)2:2$ 0:4"stat# $ 0:4"syst#* ( 10%4. The mass and width
of the X"1835# are not compatible with any known meson
resonance [16]. In Ref. [16], the candidate closest in mass
to the X"1835# is the (unconfirmed) 2%& #2"1870# with
M ! 1842$ 8 MeV=c2. The width of this state, ! !
225$ 14 MeV=c2, is considerably larger than that of the
X"1835# (see also [17], where the 2%& component in the
#$$ mode of J= radiative decay has a mass 1840$
15 MeV=c2 and a width 170$ 40 MeV=c2).

We examined the possibility that the X"1835# is respon-
sible for the p #p mass threshold enhancement observed in
radiative J= ! %p #p decays [1]. It has been pointed out
that the S-wave BW function used for the fit in Ref. [1]
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FIG. 3. The $&$%#0 invariant-mass distribution for selected
events from both the J= ! %$&$%#0"#0 ! $&$%#;#!
%%# and J= ! %$&$%#0"#0 ! %&# analyses. The bottom
panel shows the fit (solid curve) to the data (points with error
bars); the dashed curve indicates the background function.

PRL 95, 262001 (2005) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending
31 DECEMBER 2005

262001-4

X(1835)

PRL95, 262001 (2005)

  (58M )J/ψ → γπ+π−η′ J/ψ

η0πþπ− invariant mass distribution. For the J=ψ →
π0η0πþπ− background, we use a one-dimensional data-
driven method that first selects J=ψ → π0η0πþπ− events
from the data to determine the shape of their contribution to
the selected η0πþπ− mass spectrum and reweight this shape
by the ratio of MC-determined efficiencies for J=ψ →
γη0πþπ− and J=ψ → π0η0πþπ− events; the total weight
after reweighting is the estimated number of J=ψ →
π0η0πþπ− background events. Our studies of background
processes show that neither the four peaks mentioned above
nor the abrupt change in the line shape at 2mp is caused by
background processes.
We perform simultaneous fits to the η0πþπ− invariant

mass distributions between 1.3 and 2.25 GeV=c2 for both
selected event samples with the f1ð1510Þ, Xð1835Þ, and
Xð2120Þ peaks represented by three efficiency-corrected
Breit-Wigner functions convolved with a Gaussian function
to account for the mass resolution, where the Breit-Wigner
masses and widths are free parameters. The nonresonant
η0πþπ− contribution is obtained from Monte Carlo simu-
lation; the non-η0 and J=ψ → π0η0πþπ− background con-
tributions are obtained as discussed above. For resonances
and the nonresonant η0πþπ− contribution, the phase space
for J=ψ → γη0πþπ− is considered: according to the JP of
f1ð1510Þ and Xð1835Þ, J=ψ → γf1ð1510Þ and J=ψ →
γXð1835Þ are S-wave and P-wave processes, respectively;
all other processes are assumed to be S-wave processes.
Without explicit mention, all components are treated as
incoherent contributions. In the simultaneous fits, the
masses and widths of resonances, as well as the branching
fraction for J=ψ radiative decays to η0πþπ− final states
(including resonances and nonresonant η0πþπ−) are con-
strained to be the same for both η0 decay channels. The fit
results are shown in Fig. 2, where it is evident that using a
simple Breit-Wigner function to describe the Xð1835Þ line

shape fails near the pp̄ mass threshold. The logL (L is the
combined likelihood of simultaneous fits) of this fit is
630 503.3. Typically, there are two circumstances where an
abrupt distortion of a resonance’s line shape shows up: a
threshold effect caused by the opening of an additional
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FIG. 1. The η0πþπ− invariant mass spectra after the application of all selection criteria. The plot on the left side shows the spectrum for
events with the η0 → γπþπ− channel, and that on the right shows the spectrum for the η0 → ηð→ γγÞπþπ− channel. In both plots, the dots
with error bars are data, the shaded histograms are the background, the solid histograms are phase space (PHSP) MC events of
J=ψ → γη0πþπ− (arbitrary normalization), and the dotted vertical line shows the position of the pp̄ mass threshold.
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FIG. 2. Fit results with simple Breit-Wigner formulas. The
dashed dotted vertical line shows the position of the pp̄
mass threshold, the dots with error bars are data, the solid
curves are total fit results, the dashed curves are the Xð1835Þ,
the short-dashed curves are the f1ð1510Þ, the dash-dot curves
are the Xð2120Þ, and the long-dashed curves are the
nonresonant η0πþπ− fit results; the shaded histograms are
background events. The inset shows the data and the
global fit between 1.8 and 1.95 GeV=c2.

PRL 117, 042002 (2016) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending
22 JULY 2016

042002-4

f1(1510)

X(1835)?
X(2120)? X(2370)?

X(??)

ηc(1S )

  (1.1B )J/ψ → γπ+π−η′ J/ψ
PRL117, 042002 (2016)

 Improved statistics bring new 
        challenges and opportunities.
⟹
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FIG. 2. The intensities for the (a) 0++, (b) 2++ E1, (c) 2++ M2 and (d) 2++ E3 amplitudes as a function of Mπ0π0 for the
nominal results. The solid black markers show the intensity calculated from one set of solutions, while the open red markers
represent its ambiguous partner. Note that the intensity of the 2++ E3 amplitude is redundant for the two ambiguous solutions
(see Appendix B). Only statistical errors are presented.

are determined from an exclusive MC sample that re-
sembles the data. Events that remain in a continuum
data sample taken at 3.080 GeV after selection criteria
have been applied are also taken as a background. Fi-
nally, the other remaining backgrounds are determined

using the inclusive MC sample. Each of these back-
grounds is scaled appropriately. In total, the acceptance
corrected number of background events, Nbkg, is deter-
mined to be 35,951. The number of radiative J/ψ decays
to π0π0, Nγπ0π0 , is determined to be 1,543,050 events.

PRD92, 052003 (2015)

  (1.3B )J/ψ → γπ0π0 J/ψ

 Radiative  decays are a key component in glueball searches.⟹ J/ψ
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CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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FIG. 7: Results for the pole positions of the 3-channel fits, superimposed for the 14 models. A point is drawn for
each pole found in each of the O(104) pseudodatasets generated by the bootstrap analysis. Colored points represent
poles identified as a physical resonance, gray points are spurious. For the physical resonance, gray ellipses show the
68% confidence region of each systematic. Colored ellipses show the average of all 14 systematics, as explained in
the text.

associated with the couplings of the resonance f to the initial J/ � and final hh̄ states. We remark that we do not
include all the possible open channels involved at these energies. However, since the unconstrained third ⇢⇢ channel
can e↵ectively reabsorb the presence of other channels, we believe that the relative size of the ⇡⇡ and KK̄ coupling
provides reliable information. One can also study the residues of the DJ(s)�1 matrix, that are connected to the
scattering couplings hh̄ ! f ! h0h̄0, albeit not rigorously.7 Since we are not fitting scattering data, the residues of
DJ(s)�1 are mostly unconstrained, and have large uncertainties [108].

The lightest two D-wave poles are very well determined. They correspond to the f2(1270) and f 0
2(1525) resonances,

and decay almost elastically to ⇡⇡ and KK̄ respectively. The f2 peak in ⇡⇡ and the f 0
2 peak in KK̄ is very well

described by all models. The f 0
2 lies close to the ⇢⇢ threshold, so we have to ensure that the poles that form the cluster

appear always on the proximal Riemann sheet. For all the models, the f 0
2 is always centered below this threshold.

Even though we do not fit scattering data directly, these resonances are so well behaved that the scattering couplings
have reasonable ratios:

f2(1270) : r⇡⇡
.q

r2⇡⇡ + r2
KK̄

= 82+6
�8% , f 0

2(1525) : rKK̄

.q
r2⇡⇡ + r2

KK̄
= 95+3

�5% , (7)

where rhh̄ are the absolute values of the residues of the DJ(s)�1 matrix in the elastic hh̄ ! hh̄ channel. These are
reasonably close to the PDG estimates [81]. Some of the fits produce a second broader cluster in D-wave behind
the f 0

2(1525). As can be seen in the Supplemental material, this second pole appears in most of the K-matrix

7 To get the full scattering amplitude, the DJ (s)�1 matrix should be multiplied by the appropriate NJ (s) that satisfies an integral
equation that depends on the left-hand cuts of the scattering process. However, since NJ (s) is smooth, we believe it should not a↵ect
much the relative size of the couplings, that we discuss here.

JPAC, Coupled-channel Analysis of  and J/ψ → γππ γKK
EPJC82, 80 (2022)

 Multiple channels must be analyzed simultaneously 
      to probe coupled-channel effects.
⟹
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TOPIC EXAMPLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

CURRENT 
DATA SETS PROSPECTS FUTURE 

DATA SETS

LIGHT MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋𝜂' 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜂𝜂'

10 billion  
J/𝜓 decays

glueballs, hybrids, 
coupled-channel 

analyses

LIGHT BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
𝜓(2S) → pp𝜂 

𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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FIG. 1. Background-subtracted data (black points) and the PWA fit projections (lines) for (a,b,c) the invariant mass distributions of (a) ηη′, (b)
γη, and (c) γη′, and (d,e) the distribution of cosθη , where θη is the angle of the η momentum in the ηη′ helicity coordinate system for (d) all
ηη′ masses and (e) ηη′ masses between 1.7 and 2.0 GeV/c2. The red lines are the total fit projections from the baseline PWA. The blue lines
are the total fit projections from a fit excluding the η1 component. The dashed lines for the 1−+, 0++, 2++, 4++ and 1+− contributions are
the coherent sums of amplitudes for each JPC .
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FIG. 2. Dalitz plots for (a) the baseline PWA, (b) the selected data, and (c) background estimated from the η′ sideband.

spin greater than 2, and ignoring the effects of symmetrization
and the presence of resonance contributions in the γη and γη′

subsystems, the moments are related to the spin-0 (S), spin-1
(P ) and spin-2 (D) amplitudes by [35]:

√
4π〈Y 0

0 〉 = S2 + P 2 +D2, (3)

√
4π〈Y 0

1 〉 = 2SP cosφP + 4PD cos(φP − φD), (4)

√
4π〈Y 0

2 〉 =
2√
5
P 2 +

2
√
5

7
D2 + 2SD cosφD, (5)

√
4π〈Y 0

4 〉 =
6

7
D2, (6)

where φP and φD are the phases of the P-wave and D-wave
relative to the S-wave. Figure 3 shows the moments computed
for the data and the PWA model, using Eq. 2, where good da-
ta/PWA consistency can be seen. The need for the η1(1855)
P-wave component is apparent in the 〈Y 0

1 〉 moment (Fig. 3b).

For the branching fraction measurements, systematic uncer-
tainties arising from the number of J/ψ events, the pion track-
ing, photon detection, kinematic fit, mass resolution of the η′,
and the branching fractions of η′ → ηπ+π−, η′ → γπ+π−,
and η → γγ have been estimated to be 4.8% [26].
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FIG. 3. The distributions of the unnormalized moments 〈Y 0
L〉 (L = 0, 1, 2, and 4) for J/ψ → γηη′ as functions of the ηη′ mass. Black

dots with error bars represent the background-subtracted data weighted with angular moments; the red solid lines represent the baseline fit
projections; and the blue dotted lines represent the projections from a fit excluding the η1 component.

Uncertainty associated with the PWA affects both the
branching fraction measurements and the resonance param-
eters. The sources of uncertainty include the background
estimation, the resonance description, the resonance parame-
ters, and additional resonances. The statistical significance of
the η1(1855) is recalculated in each fit variation.

To estimate the uncertainty due to the background estima-
tion, alternative fits are performed using different background
normalization factors and different η′ sideband regions. The
statistical significance of the η1(1855) is always above 21.1σ.
The changes in the branching fractions and resonance param-
eters are assigned as systematic uncertainties.

Uncertainty arising from the BW parametrization is esti-
mated by replacing the constant width Γ0 of the BW for the
threshold state f0(1500) with a mass-dependent width as de-
scribed in Ref. [26]. The significance of the η1(1855) in this
case is 21.8σ.

In the baseline fit, the resonance parameters of the
f0(1500), f0(1810), f2(1565), f4(2050), h1(1415)(γη),
and h1(1595)(γη) are fixed to PDG [32] average values.
An alternative fit is performed where resonance parameters
are allowed to vary within one standard deviation of the
PDG values [32], and the changes in the results are taken as
systematic uncertainties. The statistical significance of the
η1(1855) in this case is 20.6σ.

Uncertainties arising from possible additional resonances
are estimated by adding the f0(1710), f2(2220), f4(2300),
h1(1595)(γη′), and ρ(1900)(γη′), which are the most signif-
icant additional resonances for each possible JPC , into the
baseline fit individually. The resulting changes in the mea-
surements are assigned as systematic uncertainties. In all cas-
es, the significance of the η1(1855) remains larger than 19.0σ.

Tables VII and VIII of Ref. [26] summarize the systematic
uncertainties. Assuming all of these sources are independent,
the total systematic uncertainties are +6

−1 MeV/c2 and +3
−8 MeV

for the mass and width of the η1(1855), respectively. For the
branching fraction of the η1(1855), the total relative system-
atic uncertainty is determined to be +5.9

−13.1%.

The ratio B(f0→ηη′)/B(f0→ππ) can be calculated
with the branching fractions measured in this anal-
ysis and in J/ψ→γπ+π−, γπ0π0 [36]. The ratio
B(f0(1500)→ηη′)/B(f0(1500)→ππ) is determined to
be (8.96+2.95

−2.87)×10−2, where the error is the combined
systematic and statistical uncertainties. In comparison, the
upper limit on B(f0(1710)→ηη′)/B(f0(1710)→ππ) at 90%
C.L. is determined to be 1.61×10−3. The suppressed decay
rate of f0(1710) into ηη′ is further discussed in Ref. [26]

In summary, a PWA of J/ψ → γηη′ has been performed
based on (10.09±0.04)×109 J/ψ events collected with the
BESIII detector. An isoscalar state with exotic quantum num-

arXiv: 2202.00621

Discovery of the  in   (10B )η1(1855) J/ψ → γηη′ J/ψ

  Hybrid mesons (or at least exotic  mesons) are also  
         produced in  radiative decays.
⟹ JPC
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TOPIC EXAMPLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

CURRENT 
DATA SETS PROSPECTS FUTURE 

DATA SETS

LIGHT MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋𝜂' 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜂𝜂'

10 billion  
J/𝜓 decays

glueballs, hybrids, 
coupled-channel 

analyses

LIGHT BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
𝜓(2S) → pp𝜂 

𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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  (106M )ψ(2S) → pp̄π0 ψ(2S) 5

TABLE I: The optimized mass, width and significance (Sig.)
of the seven significant N∗ resonances. ∆S represents the
change of the log likelihood value. ∆Ndof is the change of
the number of free parameters in the fit. In the second and
third columns, the first error is statistical and the second is
systematic. The names of the last two resonances, N(2100)
and N(2200), have been changed to N(2300) and N(2570)
according to the optimized masses.

Resonance M(MeV/c2) Γ(MeV/c2) ∆S ∆Ndof Sig.

N(1440) 1390+11
−21

+21
−30 340+46

−40
+70
−156 72.5 4 11.5σ

N(1520) 1510+3
−7

+11
−9 115+20

−15
+0
−40 19.8 6 5.0σ

N(1535) 1535+9
−8

+15
−22 120+20

−20
+0
−42 49.4 4 9.3σ

N(1650) 1650+5
−5

+11
−30 150+21

−22
+14
−50 82.1 4 12.2σ

N(1720) 1700+30
−28

+32
−35 450+109

−94
+149
−44 55.6 6 9.6σ

N(2300) 2300
+40

−30

+109

−0
340

+30

−30

+110

−58
120.7 4 15.0σ

N(2570) 2570
+19

−10

+34

−10
250

+14

−24

+69

−21
78.9 6 11.7σ

analysis procedure is reliable.
On the basis of the eight significant states, a scan

for additional resonances has been performed with
different spin parity, mass and width combinations. No
extra resonance has been found to be significant. For
N(1885), the obtained significance ranges from 1σ to
1.2σ depending on the mass and width. The largest
significance is obtained at a mass of 1930 MeV/c2 and
width of 150 MeV/c2. The significance for N(2065)
varies between 3.2σ and 4σ, where the maximum is
obtained at a mass of 2140 MeV/c2 and width of 250
MeV/c2. We consider neither resonance as significant
and do not claim any evidence. Besides the known and
speculative N∗ resonances, a 1−− pp̄ resonance candidate
described by the Breit-Wigner function has been added,
as suggested by the near-threshold enhancement in the
pp̄ mass distribution. Varying the width from 50 MeV/c2

to 300 MeV/c2 and mass from 1800 MeV/c2 to 3000
MeV/c2 with the step size of 10 MeV/c2, the largest
significance obtained is 4σ at a mass of 2000 MeV/c2 and
width of 50 MeV/c2, indicating that no pp̄ resonance is
required to explain the threshold enhancement.
The branching fraction of ψ(3686) → pp̄π0 is

determined as follows,

B(ψ(3686) → pp̄π0) =
N −Nbkg

ε×Nψ(3686) ×B(π0 → γγ)

= (1.65± 0.03± 0.15)× 10−4

Here, N represents the number of observed events,
Nbkg stands for the number of estimated background
events, and ε is the efficiency derived from MC events
generated according to the model derived from the PWA
analysis. This result is in agreement with the value of
(1.33 ± 0.17) × 10−4 in the Particle Data Book [21].
The products of the production and decay branching
fractions for each N∗ intermediate resonance are also
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FIG. 2: The contribution of each intermediate resonance in
the pπ0 mass spectra. The interferences with other resonances
are included.

determined, as shown in Table II. The sum of the
individual branching fractions is larger than the total due
to interference effects of the intermediate resonances.

The systematic uncertainty sources are divided into
two categories. The first includes the systematic errors
from the number of ψ(3686) events (4%), MDC tracking
(4% for two charged tracks), particle identification (2%
for both proton and anti-proton), photon detection
efficiency (2%), and kinematic fit (7%). These
uncertainties are applicable to all branching fraction
measurements. The total systematic error from these
common sources is 9.4%. The second source concerns the
fitting procedure, which includes the uncertainties from
additional possible resonances, the uncertainties using
different Breit-Wigner parameterizations for partial
wave amplitude, the uncertainties from background
estimation, the uncertainties from the J/ψ exclusion
cut, as well as the differences in the Input-Output
check. These sources are applied to the mass, width
and branching fraction measurements of intermediate
states. The total systematic errors are the combination
of the errors from the common sources and the fitting
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TABLE I: The optimized mass, width and significance (Sig.)
of the seven significant N∗ resonances. ∆S represents the
change of the log likelihood value. ∆Ndof is the change of
the number of free parameters in the fit. In the second and
third columns, the first error is statistical and the second is
systematic. The names of the last two resonances, N(2100)
and N(2200), have been changed to N(2300) and N(2570)
according to the optimized masses.

Resonance M(MeV/c2) Γ(MeV/c2) ∆S ∆Ndof Sig.

N(1440) 1390+11
−21

+21
−30 340+46

−40
+70
−156 72.5 4 11.5σ

N(1520) 1510+3
−7

+11
−9 115+20

−15
+0
−40 19.8 6 5.0σ

N(1535) 1535+9
−8

+15
−22 120+20

−20
+0
−42 49.4 4 9.3σ

N(1650) 1650+5
−5

+11
−30 150+21

−22
+14
−50 82.1 4 12.2σ

N(1720) 1700+30
−28

+32
−35 450+109

−94
+149
−44 55.6 6 9.6σ

N(2300) 2300
+40

−30

+109

−0
340

+30

−30

+110

−58
120.7 4 15.0σ

N(2570) 2570
+19

−10

+34

−10
250

+14

−24

+69

−21
78.9 6 11.7σ

analysis procedure is reliable.
On the basis of the eight significant states, a scan

for additional resonances has been performed with
different spin parity, mass and width combinations. No
extra resonance has been found to be significant. For
N(1885), the obtained significance ranges from 1σ to
1.2σ depending on the mass and width. The largest
significance is obtained at a mass of 1930 MeV/c2 and
width of 150 MeV/c2. The significance for N(2065)
varies between 3.2σ and 4σ, where the maximum is
obtained at a mass of 2140 MeV/c2 and width of 250
MeV/c2. We consider neither resonance as significant
and do not claim any evidence. Besides the known and
speculative N∗ resonances, a 1−− pp̄ resonance candidate
described by the Breit-Wigner function has been added,
as suggested by the near-threshold enhancement in the
pp̄ mass distribution. Varying the width from 50 MeV/c2

to 300 MeV/c2 and mass from 1800 MeV/c2 to 3000
MeV/c2 with the step size of 10 MeV/c2, the largest
significance obtained is 4σ at a mass of 2000 MeV/c2 and
width of 50 MeV/c2, indicating that no pp̄ resonance is
required to explain the threshold enhancement.
The branching fraction of ψ(3686) → pp̄π0 is

determined as follows,

B(ψ(3686) → pp̄π0) =
N −Nbkg

ε×Nψ(3686) ×B(π0 → γγ)

= (1.65± 0.03± 0.15)× 10−4

Here, N represents the number of observed events,
Nbkg stands for the number of estimated background
events, and ε is the efficiency derived from MC events
generated according to the model derived from the PWA
analysis. This result is in agreement with the value of
(1.33 ± 0.17) × 10−4 in the Particle Data Book [21].
The products of the production and decay branching
fractions for each N∗ intermediate resonance are also
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FIG. 2: The contribution of each intermediate resonance in
the pπ0 mass spectra. The interferences with other resonances
are included.

determined, as shown in Table II. The sum of the
individual branching fractions is larger than the total due
to interference effects of the intermediate resonances.

The systematic uncertainty sources are divided into
two categories. The first includes the systematic errors
from the number of ψ(3686) events (4%), MDC tracking
(4% for two charged tracks), particle identification (2%
for both proton and anti-proton), photon detection
efficiency (2%), and kinematic fit (7%). These
uncertainties are applicable to all branching fraction
measurements. The total systematic error from these
common sources is 9.4%. The second source concerns the
fitting procedure, which includes the uncertainties from
additional possible resonances, the uncertainties using
different Breit-Wigner parameterizations for partial
wave amplitude, the uncertainties from background
estimation, the uncertainties from the J/ψ exclusion
cut, as well as the differences in the Input-Output
check. These sources are applied to the mass, width
and branching fraction measurements of intermediate
states. The total systematic errors are the combination
of the errors from the common sources and the fitting
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TOPIC EXAMPLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

CURRENT 
DATA SETS PROSPECTS FUTURE 

DATA SETS

LIGHT MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋𝜂' 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜂𝜂'

10 billion  
J/𝜓 decays

glueballs, hybrids, 
coupled-channel 

analyses

LIGHT BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
𝜓(2S) → pp𝜂 

𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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 + hadrons (106M )ψ(2S) → γ ψ(2S)

9

TABLE II. Branching fraction results. The indicated uncertainties are statistical only.

Branching Fraction Events (×106) Efficiency Branching
Fraction (%)

B(ψ(3686) → γχc0) 4.6871 ± 0.0068 0.4692 9.389 ± 0.014
B(ψ(3686) → γχc1) 4.9957 ± 0.0054 0.4740 9.905 ± 0.011
B(ψ(3686) → γχc2) 4.2021 ± 0.0055 0.4104 9.621 ± 0.013

B(ψ(3686) → γχc0)× B(χc0 → γJ/ψ) 0.0123 ± 0.0081 0.4920 0.024 ± 0.015
B(ψ(3686) → γχc1)× B(χc1 → γJ/ψ) 1.8881 ± 0.0053 0.5155 3.442 ± 0.010
B(ψ(3686) → γχc2)× B(χc2 → γJ/ψ) 0.9828 ± 0.0041 0.5150 1.793 ± 0.008

B(χc0 → γJ/ψ) 0.25± 0.16
B(χc1 → γJ/ψ) 34.75 ± 0.11
B(χc2 → γJ/ψ) 18.64 ± 0.08
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FIG. 6. Simultaneous fits to the photon energy distribu-
tions of data. (Top set) Inclusive distribution fit and corre-
sponding pulls, and (Bottom set) exclusive distribution fit and
pull distribution. Peaks from left to right in the top set are
ψ(3686) → γχc2, γχc1, and γχc0 and χc1 and χc2 → γJ/ψ.
The χc0 → γJ/ψ peak is not visible. The smooth curves
in the two plots are the fit results. The dashed-dotted and
dashed curves in the top plot are the background distribu-
tion from the inclusive ψ(3686) MC with radiative photons
removed and the total background, respectively. The back-
ground in the exclusive fit plot is not visible.

VII. BRANCHING FRACTION
DETERMINATIONS

The branching fractions are calculated using the fol-
lowing equations

B(ψ(3686)→ γχcJ) =
Nψ(3686)→γχcJ

εψ(3686)→γχcJ
×Nψ(3686)

, (1)

where B(ψ(3686) → γχcJ) is the branching fraction
of ψ(3686) → γχcJ , Nψ(3686)→γχcJ

is the number of
events in data from the fit, εψ(3686)→γχcJ

is the effi-
ciency determined from MC, and Nψ(3686) is the number
of ψ(3686) events [17]. The product branching fraction
for ψ(3686) → γχcJ ,χcJ → γJ/ψ is given by

B(ψ(3686)→ γχcJ)× B(χcJ → γJ/ψ)

=
NχcJ→γJ/ψ

εχcJ→γJ/ψ ×Nψ(3686)
, (2)

where NχcJ→γJ/ψ is the number of χcJ → γJ/ψ events
in data and εχcJ→γJ/ψ is the efficiency. From Eq. (1)
and Eq. (2), we obtain the branching fraction for χcJ →
γJ/ψ, which is given by

B(χcJ → γJ/ψ)

=
B(ψ(3686)→ γχcJ)× B(χcJ → γJ/ψ)

B(ψ(3686)→ γχcJ)

=
εψ(3686)→γχcJ

×NχcJ→γJ/ψ

εχcJ→γJ/ψ ×Nψ(3686)→γχcJ

. (3)

Results are listed in Table II, where the uncertainties
are statistical only. For B(χcJ → γJ/ψ), an alternative
parametrization in terms of Nψ(3686)→γχcJ

and the ra-
tio NχcJ→γJ/ψ/Nψ(3686)→γχcJ

has been tried because of
the possible correlation between the numerator and de-
nominator of Eq. (3), but the difference with the original
result is small and will be neglected since it is much less
than the systematic uncertainties that will be discussed
below.

 The  data provides access to other charmonium  
  states and provides opportunities for precision measurements.
⟹ ψ(2S)

PRD96, 032002 (2017)
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J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜂𝜂'

10 billion  
J/𝜓 decays

glueballs, hybrids, 
coupled-channel 

analyses
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𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
𝜓(2S) → pp𝜂 

𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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 with  to hadrons (448M )ψ(2S) → π0hc hc ψ(2S)

  Traditionally difficult states, like the , 
can be studied in detail using both the  data 
and higher-energy data.

⟹ hc(1P)
ψ(2S)

4

nel hc → γηc, ηc →hadrons, which is the only mode applied
at present.

Improved studies of hc decays can be made with the large
ψ(3686) sample of 4.48×108 events [15], produced via e+e−

collisions, which has been collected with the BESIII detec-
tor. In this Letter, we report the first observations of decays
hc → pp̄π+π−, π+π−π0, and 2(π+π−)π0, and upper limits
of the branching ratios for the decays hc → 3(π+π−)π0 and
K+K−π+π−.

The BESIII detector [16] is a general purpose detector
with a 93% solid angle coverage. A small-cell helium-based
multi-layer drift chamber (MDC) determines the momentum
of charged particles in a 1 T magnetic field with a resolution
of 0.5% at 1 GeV/c, and measures their ionization energy loss
(dE/dx) with resolutions better than 6%. A CsI(T1) elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) measures the photon energies
with resolutions 2.5% (5.0%) in the barrel (end caps). A time-
of-flight system (TOF), composed of plastic scintillators with
resolution of 80 ps (110 ps) in the barrel (end caps), is used for
particle identification (PID). A resistive plate chambers based
muon counter with 2 cm position resolution is used for muon
identification.

To obtain the detection efficiencies, signal Monte Carlo
(MC) samples for the processes ψ(3686) → π0hc, and
hc → pp̄π+π−, π+π−π0, 2(π+π−)π0, 3(π+π−)π0, or
K+K−π+π− are generated based on phase-space distribu-
tions. To investigate the background, an inclusive MC sam-
ple of 5.06 × 108 ψ(3686) events is generated, in which the
ψ(3686) resonance is produced with KKMC [17, 18]. Decays
with known branching fractions obtained from the Particle
Data Group (PDG) [6] are generated with EVTGEN [19],
while the other decays are generated with LUNDCHARM [20].
In all the simulations, the GEANT4-based [21, 22] package
BOOST [23] is used to model the detector responses and to
incorporate time-dependent beam backgrounds.

In the following, we denote decay modes ψ(3686) → π0hc

with hc → pp̄π+π−, π+π−π0, 2(π+π−)π0, 3(π+π−)π0,
and K+K−π+π− as modes I, II, III, IV, and V, respectively.
Events are selected with the expected number of charged par-
ticle candidates, and at least two photon candidates for modes
I and V, and four for modes II, III, and IV. Each charged track
reconstructed in the MDC is required to be within 10 cm of
the interaction point along the beam direction and 1 cm in
the plane perpendicular to the beam. The polar angle θ of
the tracks must be within the fiducial volume of the MDC
(| cos θ| < 0.93). The TOF and dE/dx information of each
charged track is used to calculate the corresponding proba-
bilities of the hypotheses that a track is a pion, kaon or pro-
ton for particle identification. Electromagnetic showers are
reconstructed by clustering energies deposited in the EMC,
and in the nearby TOF counters. A photon candidate is such
a shower with a deposited energy larger than 25 MeV in the
barrel region (| cos θ| < 0.8) or 50 MeV in the end cap re-
gion (0.86 < | cos θ| < 0.92). The time t measured in the
EMC with respect to the start of the event is required to be
0 < t < 700 ns, to suppress electronic noise and beam-
associated background. The angle between the photon and the
extrapolated impact point in the EMC of the nearest charged
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FIG. 1. Recoiling mass spectra of the lowest energy π0, in the decay
chains ψ(3686) → π0hc with hc → pp̄π+π− (I), π+π−π0 (II),
2(π+π−)π0 (III), 3(π+π−)π0 (IV), and K+K−π+π− (V). In each
spectrum, the dots with error bars represent data, the pink shaded his-
togram is the background process ψ(3686) → γχc2, the blue filled
histogram is the background process ψ(3686) → π0hc, hc → γηc,
the green filled histogram is the background from inclusive MC, the
cyan dashed curve is the fitted background, the red dash-dot curve is
the fitted signal, and the blue curve is the fitted result (color online).

track must be larger than 10◦ for charged pions and 20◦ for
protons, respectively, to ensure that the cluster is not from that
track.

Following the application of a vertex fit that constrains all
the charged tracks to arise from a common interaction point,
a kinematic fit is then performed to further improve resolu-
tion and suppress background. The kinematic fit applies con-
straints on the four-momentum conservation between initial
and final states, and imposes the nominal π0 mass [6] on γγ
pairs within the interval 107 < M(γγ) < 163 MeV/c2). If
there is an excess of photon candidates in the event, then all
combinations are considered and the one with the smallest χ2
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nel hc → γηc, ηc →hadrons, which is the only mode applied
at present.

Improved studies of hc decays can be made with the large
ψ(3686) sample of 4.48×108 events [15], produced via e+e−

collisions, which has been collected with the BESIII detec-
tor. In this Letter, we report the first observations of decays
hc → pp̄π+π−, π+π−π0, and 2(π+π−)π0, and upper limits
of the branching ratios for the decays hc → 3(π+π−)π0 and
K+K−π+π−.

The BESIII detector [16] is a general purpose detector
with a 93% solid angle coverage. A small-cell helium-based
multi-layer drift chamber (MDC) determines the momentum
of charged particles in a 1 T magnetic field with a resolution
of 0.5% at 1 GeV/c, and measures their ionization energy loss
(dE/dx) with resolutions better than 6%. A CsI(T1) elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter (EMC) measures the photon energies
with resolutions 2.5% (5.0%) in the barrel (end caps). A time-
of-flight system (TOF), composed of plastic scintillators with
resolution of 80 ps (110 ps) in the barrel (end caps), is used for
particle identification (PID). A resistive plate chambers based
muon counter with 2 cm position resolution is used for muon
identification.

To obtain the detection efficiencies, signal Monte Carlo
(MC) samples for the processes ψ(3686) → π0hc, and
hc → pp̄π+π−, π+π−π0, 2(π+π−)π0, 3(π+π−)π0, or
K+K−π+π− are generated based on phase-space distribu-
tions. To investigate the background, an inclusive MC sam-
ple of 5.06 × 108 ψ(3686) events is generated, in which the
ψ(3686) resonance is produced with KKMC [17, 18]. Decays
with known branching fractions obtained from the Particle
Data Group (PDG) [6] are generated with EVTGEN [19],
while the other decays are generated with LUNDCHARM [20].
In all the simulations, the GEANT4-based [21, 22] package
BOOST [23] is used to model the detector responses and to
incorporate time-dependent beam backgrounds.

In the following, we denote decay modes ψ(3686) → π0hc

with hc → pp̄π+π−, π+π−π0, 2(π+π−)π0, 3(π+π−)π0,
and K+K−π+π− as modes I, II, III, IV, and V, respectively.
Events are selected with the expected number of charged par-
ticle candidates, and at least two photon candidates for modes
I and V, and four for modes II, III, and IV. Each charged track
reconstructed in the MDC is required to be within 10 cm of
the interaction point along the beam direction and 1 cm in
the plane perpendicular to the beam. The polar angle θ of
the tracks must be within the fiducial volume of the MDC
(| cos θ| < 0.93). The TOF and dE/dx information of each
charged track is used to calculate the corresponding proba-
bilities of the hypotheses that a track is a pion, kaon or pro-
ton for particle identification. Electromagnetic showers are
reconstructed by clustering energies deposited in the EMC,
and in the nearby TOF counters. A photon candidate is such
a shower with a deposited energy larger than 25 MeV in the
barrel region (| cos θ| < 0.8) or 50 MeV in the end cap re-
gion (0.86 < | cos θ| < 0.92). The time t measured in the
EMC with respect to the start of the event is required to be
0 < t < 700 ns, to suppress electronic noise and beam-
associated background. The angle between the photon and the
extrapolated impact point in the EMC of the nearest charged
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FIG. 1. Recoiling mass spectra of the lowest energy π0, in the decay
chains ψ(3686) → π0hc with hc → pp̄π+π− (I), π+π−π0 (II),
2(π+π−)π0 (III), 3(π+π−)π0 (IV), and K+K−π+π− (V). In each
spectrum, the dots with error bars represent data, the pink shaded his-
togram is the background process ψ(3686) → γχc2, the blue filled
histogram is the background process ψ(3686) → π0hc, hc → γηc,
the green filled histogram is the background from inclusive MC, the
cyan dashed curve is the fitted background, the red dash-dot curve is
the fitted signal, and the blue curve is the fitted result (color online).

track must be larger than 10◦ for charged pions and 20◦ for
protons, respectively, to ensure that the cluster is not from that
track.

Following the application of a vertex fit that constrains all
the charged tracks to arise from a common interaction point,
a kinematic fit is then performed to further improve resolu-
tion and suppress background. The kinematic fit applies con-
straints on the four-momentum conservation between initial
and final states, and imposes the nominal π0 mass [6] on γγ
pairs within the interval 107 < M(γγ) < 163 MeV/c2). If
there is an excess of photon candidates in the event, then all
combinations are considered and the one with the smallest χ2

pp̄π+π−

π+π−π0

π+π−π+π−π0
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TOPIC EXAMPLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

CURRENT 
DATA SETS PROSPECTS FUTURE 

DATA SETS

LIGHT MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋𝜂' 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜂𝜂'

10 billion  
J/𝜓 decays

glueballs, hybrids, 
coupled-channel 

analyses

LIGHT BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
𝜓(2S) → pp𝜂 

𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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FIG. 1: Measured cross section σ(e+e− → π+π−J/ψ) and simultaneous fit to the “XYZ data” (left) and “Scan data” (right) with the coherent
sum of three Breit-Wigner functions (red solid curves) and the coherent sum of an exponential continuum and two Breit-Wigner functions (blue
dashed curves). Dots with error bars are data.

TABLE II: The values of Γe+e−B(R → π+π−J/ψ) (in eV) from a fit to the e+e− → π+π−J/ψ cross section. φ1 and φ2 (in degrees) are
the phase of the resonance R2 and R3, the phase of resonance R1 (or continuum) is set to 0. The numbers in the brackets correspond to the fit
by replacing resonance R1 with an exponential to describe the continuum. The errors are statistical only.

Parameters Solution I Solution II Solution III Solution IV
Γe+e−B[ψ(3770) → π+π−J/ψ] 0.5± 0.1 (0.4± 0.1)

Γe+e−B(R1 → π+π−J/ψ) 8.8+1.5
−2.2 (· · · ) 6.8+1.1

−1.5 (· · · ) 7.2+0.9
−1.5 (· · · ) 5.6+0.6

−1.0 (· · · )
Γe+e−B(R2 → π+π−J/ψ) 13.3 ± 1.4 (12.0 ± 1.0) 9.2± 0.7 (8.9± 0.6) 2.3± 0.6 (2.1 ± 0.4) 1.6± 0.4 (1.5± 0.3)
Γe+e−B(R3 → π+π−J/ψ) 21.1 ± 3.9 (17.9 ± 3.3) 1.7+0.8

−0.6 (1.1
+0.5
−0.4) 13.3+2.3

−1.8 (12.4
+1.9
−1.7) 1.1+0.4

−0.3 (0.8± 0.3)
φ1 −58± 11 (−33± 8) −116+9

−10 (−81+7
−8) 65+24

−20 (81
+16
−14) 8± 13 (33± 9)

φ2 −156± 5 (−132± 3) 68± 24 (107± 20) −115+11
−9 (−95+6

−5) 110± 16 (144± 14)

mode.

In both fit scenarios to the e+e− → π+π−J/ψ cross sec-
tion, we observe the resonance R2 and R3. Since we can not
distinguish the two scenarios from data, we take the differ-
ence in mass and width as the systematic uncertainties, i.e.
1.1 (6.8) MeV/c2 for the mass and 0.0 (3.2) MeV for the
width of R2 (R3). The absolute c.m. energy of all the data
sets were measured with dimuon events, with an uncertainty
of ±0.8 MeV. Such kind of common uncertainty will prop-
agate only to the masses of the resonances with the same
amount, i.e. ±0.8 MeV/c2. In both fits, the ψ(3770) ampli-
tude was added incoherently. The possible interference effect
of ψ(3770) component was investigated by adding it coher-
ently in the fit with various phase. The largest deviation of the
resonant parameters between the fits with and without inter-
ference for the ψ(3770) amplitude are taken as systematic er-
ror, which is 0.3 (1.3)MeV/c2 for the mass, and 2.0 (9.7)MeV
for the width of the R2 (R3) resonance. Assuming all the
systematic uncertainties are independent, we get the total sys-
tematic uncertainties by adding them in quadrature, which is
1.4 (7.0) MeV/c2 for the mass, and 2.0 (10.2) MeV for the
width of R2 (R3), respectively.

In summary, we perform a precise cross section mea-
surement of e+e− → π+π−J/ψ for c.m. energies from√
s = 3.77 to 4.60 GeV. Two resonant structures are ob-

served, one with a mass of (4222.0 ± 3.1 ± 1.4) MeV/c2
and a width of (44.1 ± 4.3 ± 2.0) MeV, and the other with
a mass of (4320.0 ± 10.4 ± 7.0) MeV/c2 and a width of
(101.4+25.3

−19.7 ± 10.2)MeV, where the first errors are statistical
and the second ones are systematic. The first resonance agrees
with the Y (4260) resonance reported by BABAR, CLEO and
Belle [1–5]. However, our measured width is much narrower
than the Y (4260) average width [8] reported by previous ex-
periments. This is thanks to the much more precise data from
BESIII, which results in the observation of the second reso-
nance. The second resonance is observed for the first time in
the process e+e− → π+π−J/ψ. Its statistical significance is
estimated to be larger than 7.6σ. The second resonance has
a mass and width comparable to the Y (4360) resonance re-
ported by Belle and BABAR in e+e− → π+π−ψ(2S) [10]. If
we assume it is the same resonance as the Y (4360), we ob-
serve a new decay channel of Y (4360) → π+π−J/ψ for the
first time. Finally, we can not confirm the existence of the
Y (4008) resonance [3, 5] from our data, since a continuum
term also describes the cross section near 4 GeV equally well.
The BESIII collaboration thanks the staff of BEPCII and

the IHEP computing center for their strong support. This
work is supported in part by National Key Basic Research
Program of China under Contract No. 2015CB856700; Na-
tional Natural Science Foundation of China (NSFC) under
Contracts Nos. 11235011, 11322544, 11335008, 11425524;

 Exclusive cross sections are highly non-trivial. 
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e+e− → π+π−ψ(2S)
PRD104, 052012 (2021)

results, while for the individual ones, the simultaneous fit is
repeated by varying the corresponding values in Eq. (1) by
one standard deviation, and the largest changes with respect
to the nominal results are taken as the systematic
uncertainties.
The shared uncertainties include those related to the

luminosity, the vacuum polarization, the radiative correc-
tions, the lepton tracking efficiency and the residual
sources. The uncertainty of the integrated luminosity is

1% as obtained by analysing the large-angle Bhabha
scattering events [30]. The uncertainty of the vacuum
polarization factor is taken as 0.5% from the QED
calculation in Ref. [31]. In Eq. (1), (1þ δ) and ϵ depend
on the input line shape of the cross section due to the effect
of ISR. Thus, the measurement of the cross section is
performed iteratively until the last variation of ð1þ δÞϵ
becomes negligible, where the measured cross section from
this iteration is used as the input of the next iteration.
Consequently, the uncertainty related to the ISR correction
is dominated by the uncertainty of the input line shape of
the Born cross section. To estimate the corresponding
uncertainty, the ð1þ δÞϵ is evaluated 100 times varying
the input cross section line shape parameters within the
uncertainties obtained from the nominal result of this
analysis. The standard deviation of the obtained ð1þ δÞϵ
distribution is considered as the systematic uncertainty. The
parametrization of the input cross section will be discussed
in the next section. The precision of the ISR calculation in
the KKMC generator, 0.5%, is taken as an additional
uncertainty related to the ISR correction. The uncertainty in
the tracking efficiency of leptons is 1.0% per track [32].
Therefore, two leptons in the final state result in an
uncertainty of 2.0%. The residual uncertainty from other
sources, e.g., lepton separation, trigger efficiency and FSR
is small and is conservatively estimated to be 1.0%.
The individual uncertainties include contributions from

the branching fractions, the tracking efficiency of pions and
photons, the J=ψ mass window, the kinematic fit, the
requirement to suppress backgrounds, the fit procedure,
and the MC model. The uncertainties of the branching
fractions of the ψð3686Þ and other intermediate states are
taken from the PDG [26]. The uncertainty in the tracking
efficiency for pions is 1.0% per track [32]. A weighted
value of 3.5% is assigned to Mode I since the yields ratio
between the three- and four-pion cases is about 1, and 2.0%
for Mode II with two pions in the final state. The
uncertainty in the photon detection efficiency is 1.0%
per photon [33]. For Mode II with at least two photons,
an alternative measurement of the cross sections with a
2.0% efficiency change is performed to determine the
relative differences, which are assigned as the uncertainties
from the photon detection efficiency. The uncertainty
associated with the J=ψ mass requirement is estimated
by smearing the Mðlþl−Þ distribution of MC samples
according to the resolution discrepancy between data
and MC, and the resulting uncertainties in detection
efficiencies are about 0.1% for Mode I and 0.8% for
Mode II. In Mode I, the uncertainty for the kinematic fit
is estimated by tuning the helix parameters of charged
tracks according to data as in Ref. [34], and the case
without the helix parameters correction is taken as the
nominal case. In Mode II, the uncertainties associated
with the requirements of cos θπþπ− , Mrecðπþπ−lþl−Þ,
Mcorrðψð3686ÞÞ and Mðγγπþπ−Þ are evaluated by com-
parison to the alternative conditions cos θπþπ− < 0.8,
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the cross section among this work,
previous work of BESIII [16], Belle [14] and BABAR [15]. The
open circles represent the results of this work. The full triangles
are from previous BESIII work. The open squares are from
BABAR work. The full squares are from Belle work.

TABLE II. Summary of the systematic uncertainties ð%Þ for
different data sets. The sources marked with “$” are shared
systematic uncertainties for different data sets, and the sources
marked with “†” are shared systematic uncertainties between the
two ψð3686Þ decay modes. The “% % %”means that the value is very
small and can be neglected.

Data set 4180 4230 4360 4420 4680

Luminosity$† 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
1

j1−Πj2 factor
$† 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5

Trackingðlþl−Þ$† 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Branching fraction$ 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2
Radiative correction† 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5
Trackingðπþπ−Þ$ 3.0 3.0 2.9 2.9 2.9
Photon detection$ 0.6 0.8 0.6 0.9 0.5
J=ψ mass window 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.1
Kinematic fit 1.7 1.6 1.4 1.9 1.7
cos θπþπ− 0.1 0.2 % % % 0.4 0.3
Mrec

πþπ−lþl− cut 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1
Mcorr

πþπ−lþl− cut 0.1 0.4 0.1 % % % % % %
Mγγπþπ− cut 0.1 0.1 0.2 % % % % % %
Background shape % % % % % % 0.3 % % % 0.1
Signal shape 0.8 0.7 0.3 0.3 0.6
Fitting range 1.1 1.9 0.3 0.7 0.3
MC models 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.1
Others$† 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

Total 4.8 5.1 4.5 4.7 4.6

M. ABLIKIM et al. PHYS. REV. D 104, 052012 (2021)
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  Other exclusive channels with charmonium also show 
         non-trivial structure.
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TOPIC EXAMPLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

CURRENT 
DATA SETS PROSPECTS FUTURE 

DATA SETS

LIGHT MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋𝜂' 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜂𝜂'

10 billion  
J/𝜓 decays

glueballs, hybrids, 
coupled-channel 

analyses

LIGHT BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
𝜓(2S) → pp𝜂 

𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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e+e− → D*+D*−

described above. The total cross sections of e+e− → D∗+D− + c.c. are twice the average

values. The comparison of the cross section of e+e− → D∗+D− + c.c. between this work

and those of the Belle [21] experiment is shown in Figure 5(b). They are overall compatible.
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Figure 4. (a) The Born cross sections of e+e− → D∗+D∗− as a function of the c.m. energy
for the reconstructed D∗+ (red dots) and D∗− candidates (blue triangles). (b) The comparison
of the average cross sections for e+e− → D∗+D∗− between this work (red dots) and those of the
Belle experiment [21] (black circles). Error bars are the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic
uncertainties.
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Figure 5. (a) The Born cross sections of the reaction channel e+e− → D∗+D− for the recon-
structed D∗+ candidates (red dots) and e+e− → D+D∗− for the reconstructed D∗− candidates
(blue triangles) as functions of the c.m. energy. (b) The comparison of the combined cross sections
for e+e− → D∗+D− + c.c. between this work (red dots) and those of the Belle experiment [21]
(black circles). Error bars are the quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties.

6 Systematic uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties in the cross-section measurements mainly come from luminos-

ity determination, track reconstruction efficiency, PID efficiency, and the branching fractions

of the charmed meson decays, kinematic fit, ISR correction factor, fit range and modeling

of the signal and background shapes. The uncertainty from the vacuum polarization is

– 10 –
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  The open-charm channels are larger and play a  
crucial role in the global picture of vector charmonium. 
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no plans 
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of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…
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SPECTROSCOPY
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ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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We perform the first global and unitary analysis of e+e� ! bb̄ cross sections. We analyze exclusive
cross sections in the BB̄, B⇤B̄(+c.c.), B⇤B̄⇤, B⇤

s B̄
⇤
s , ⌥(nS)⇡+⇡� and hb(nP )⇡+⇡� channels as well

as the total inclusive cross section for bb̄ production. Pole positions and residues are determined for
four vector states, which we associate with the ⌥(4S), ⌥(10750), ⌥(5S) (or ⌥(10860)), and ⌥(6S)
(or ⌥(11020)). We find strong evidence for the new ⌥(10750) recently claimed by Belle, although
with parameters not well constrained by the data. Results presented here cast doubt on the validity
of branching ratios reported earlier using Breit-Wigner parameterizations or ratios of cross sections.
We also compare our results with a selection of theoretical calculations for the vector bottomonium
spectrum.

I. INTRODUCTION

The spectrum of vector (JPC = 1��) bottomonium
states above BB̄ threshold has been the source of a se-
ries of surprises and unresolved issues. The initial ex-
ploration of this region using inclusive e+e� annihila-
tion to hadrons [1, 2] showed evidence for the production
of two states with masses heavier than the ⌥(4S), con-
sistent with potential model expectations for the ⌥(5S)
and ⌥(6S). More recent measurements of the same pro-
cess [3–5] have revealed more complex structure. While
the putative ⌥(5S) and ⌥(6S) states (also called the
⌥(10860) and ⌥(11020), respectively) still appear as
prominent peaks in the inclusive cross section, the ef-
fects due to coupled-channel scattering and the opening
of a variety of open bottom thresholds (e.g., B⇤B̄, B⇤B̄⇤,
BsB̄s, B⇤

s
B̄s, B⇤

s
B̄⇤

s
) are now more apparent and compli-

cate the observed spectrum. Extracting vector bottomo-
nium masses, total widths, and partial e+e� widths from
these spectra has posed serious challenges. While fits
to the inclusive e+e� spectrum using a coherent sum of
Breit-Wigner amplitudes are possible [5], the fits violate
unitarity and the results are expected to be unreliable.

Recent measurements of the energy dependence of ex-
clusive e+e� ! B(⇤)B̄(⇤) cross sections [6] confirm the
importance of coupled-channel scattering. Rather than
showing distinct peaks for the ⌥(5S) and ⌥(6S), the
cross sections are marked by dramatic peaks and valleys
at various open-bottom thresholds. These non-trivial fea-
tures in the open-bottom cross sections undermine older
measurements of the ⌥(5S) and ⌥(6S) branching frac-
tions, such as those currently listed in the Particle Data
Group’s Review of Particle Properties (RPP) [7]. Pre-
vious branching fractions of the ⌥(5S) to open-bottom
final states, for example, were estimated by first mea-
suring the cross section of e+e� to a given open-bottom
final state at an energy near the presumed mass of the
⌥(5S) and then dividing by the inclusive bb̄ cross section
at the same energy [8–10]. This ratio of cross sections
would approximate an ⌥(5S) branching fraction only if
the ⌥(5S) were produced in isolation, an assumption we

now know to be false.

Besides strong coupled-channel e↵ects in the open-
bottom final states, anomalously large cross sections
for e+e� to closed-bottom channels, such as ⇡⇡⌥(nS)
(n = 1, 2, 3) and ⇡⇡hb(nP ) (n = 1, 2), have been
observed [11–15]. Their production rates were later
found to be enhanced by the presence of the exotic
isovector bottomonium-like states, the Zb(10610) and
Zb(10650) (also called the Zb and Z 0

b
), which decay to

⇡⌥(nS) and ⇡hb(nP ) [16, 17]. In contrast to the com-
plications in the open-bottom channels, the ⌥(5S) and
⌥(6S) appear to be well-isolated in the closed-bottom
channels, which allows for a more reliable extraction of
their mass and width [15]. These relatively well-behaved
cross sections also provide evidence for an additional
state, the ⌥(10750) [15], which may be the ⌥(3D) bot-
tomonium state.

With the recent publication of inclusive e+e� cross
sections [5] and exclusive e+e� cross sections to open-
bottom [6] and closed-bottom [15] final states, we are
now in a position to perform the first global and unitary
analysis of the vector bottomonium system above BB̄
threshold. We use the K-matrix formalism for this anal-
ysis. In the literature, the K-matrix is regularly used in
the spectroscopy of hadrons containing u, d and s quarks,
for example in studies of scalar mesons in Refs. [18–20].
A first application of a K-matrix in the analysis of heavy
quarkonia was made by Uglov et al. [21], performing a
unitary coupled channel analysis of e+e� annihilation
to the DD̄, D⇤D̄ and DD̄⇡ channels for energies up to
4.7 GeV. Masses and partial decay widths for the charmo-
nium resonances  (3770),  (4040),  (4160) and  (4415)
were extracted. Comparing to Ref. [21], our study of the
bottomonium system includes three-body final states, al-
lows for non-resonant scattering, is further constrained
by the total inclusive cross section and allows for an an-
alytic continuation to the complex energy plane.

In the following, we describe our model (Sec. II), the
datasets used in the analysis (Sec. III), and the fit pro-
cedure (Sec. IV). In Sec. V, we present our results for
the pole positions of the ⌥(4S), ⌥(10750), ⌥(5S), and
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FIG. 1. Fit result for the quasi two-body model with � = 1.0 GeV. Black points are data, the red line is the fit result, and
the red and green shaded areas are the central 68% and 90% CL regions. The order of the channels is: (a) BB̄, (b) B⇤B̄, (c)
B⇤B̄⇤, (d) the dummy channel (“BsB̄s”), (e) B

⇤
s B̄

⇤
s , (f) ⌥(1S)⇡⇡, (g) ⌥(2S)⇡⇡, (h) ⌥(3S)⇡⇡, (i) hb(1P )⇡⇡, (j) hb(2P )⇡⇡, (k)

�bb̄ in the ⌥(4S) region, and (l) �bb̄ above the ⌥(4S) region. The gray dashed lines in (k) and (l) indicate thresholds for B⇤B̄,
B⇤B̄⇤, BsB̄s and B⇤

s B̄
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s , respectively.

Turning attention to the ⌥(4S), we see that most pole
positions cluster near the nominal RPP value, although
10-20 MeV higher in mass. There is, however, a region of
the � = 1.0 GeV, three-body non-resonant model poles
that lies near =(

p
s) = �0.03 GeV. The number of data

points is su�ciently sparse (and the model is su�ciently
general) that perhaps a variety of nearly degenerate min-
ima of the objective function exist. In this case, the sec-
ondary group of poles appear to be associated with BB̄
threshold. We note that the secondary group of poles
has substantial overlap with a group of ghost poles (in-
dicated in gray). These points tend to move towards the
BB̄ threshold upon rescaling the couplings – indicative
of their spurious nature, and hint that the three-body

non-resonant secondary group of bootstrap poles should
not be considered as viable bottomonium resonance can-
didates.
For the ⌥(10750), the main accumulation of poles

seems to agree with the RPP value. However, other so-
lutions cannot be ruled out. The high model dependence
found in these fits, yielding poles with a large range of
masses and widths, reflects the lack of data in the energy
region around 10.7 GeV. Some models contained ghost
poles in this region that move towards the thresholds of
either the dummy or the B⇤

s
B⇤

s
channel as the couplings

are decreased. New data from an upcoming Belle II mea-
surement in this energy region will be key in determining
the properties of the ⌥(10750) with higher precision.

  The infrastructure required to analyze many-channel systems 
is being developed.
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𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
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𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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e+e− → Zc(3900)π → π+π−J/ψ
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FIG. 3: One dimensional projections of the M(π+J/ψ), M(π−J/ψ), and M(π+π−) invariant mass distributions in e+e− → π+π−J/ψ
for data in the J/ψ signal region (dots with error bars), data in the J/ψ sideband region (shaded histograms), and MC simulation results from
σ(500), f0(980) and non-resonant π+π− amplitudes (red dot-dashed histograms). The pink blank histograms show a MC simulation of the
Zc(3900) signal with arbitrary normalization.
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FIG. 4: Fit to the Mmax(π±J/ψ) distribution as described in the
text. Dots with error bars are data; the red solid curve shows the total
fit, and the blue dotted curve the background from the fit; the red dot-
dashed histogram shows the result of a phase space MC simulation;
and the green shaded histogram shows the normalized J/ψ sideband
events.

between the MC and measured mass resolutions of the J/ψ
and D0 signals. We find the difference is 1.0 MeV in the
width, and 0.2% absolute in the production ratio, which are
taken as the systematic errors. Assuming all the sources of
systematic uncertainty are independent, the total systematic
error is 4.9 MeV/c2 for mass, 20 MeV for width and 7.5% for
the production ratio.
In Summary, we have studied e+e− → π+π−J/ψ at a

CM energy of 4.26 GeV. The cross section is measured to
be (62.9 ± 1.9 ± 3.7) pb, which agrees with the existing re-
sults from the BaBar [5], Belle [3], and CLEO [4] experi-
ments. In addition, a structure with a mass of (3899.0± 3.6±
4.9) MeV/c2 and a width of (46± 10± 20)MeV is observed
in the π±J/ψ mass spectrum. This structure couples to char-
monium and has an electric charge, which is suggestive of a
state containing more quarks than just a charm and anti-charm

quark. Similar studies were performed in B decays, with un-
confirmed structures reported in the π±ψ(3686) and π±χc1

systems [23–26]. It is also noted that model-dependent calcu-
lations exist that attempt to explain the charged bottomonium-
like structures which may also apply to the charmoniumlike
structures, and there were model predictions of charmonium-
like structures near the DD̄∗ andD∗D̄∗ thresholds [27].
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TOPIC EXAMPLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

CURRENT 
DATA SETS PROSPECTS FUTURE 

DATA SETS

LIGHT MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋𝜂' 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜂𝜂'

10 billion  
J/𝜓 decays

glueballs, hybrids, 
coupled-channel 

analyses

LIGHT BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
𝜓(2S) → pp𝜂 

𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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e+e− → Zc(4020)π → π+π−hc
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FIG. 3: Mπ±hc
distribution of e+e− → π+π−hc candidate events in the hc signal region (dots with error

bars) and the normalized hc sideband region (shaded histogram), summed over data at all energy points.
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FIG. 4: Sum of the simultaneous fits to the Mπ±hc
distributions at 4.23 GeV, 4.26 GeV, and 4.36 GeV

as described in the text; the inset shows the sum of the simultaneous fit to the Mπ+hc
distributions at

4.23 GeV and 4.26 GeV with Zc(3900) and Zc(4020). Dots with error bars are data; shaded histograms are
normalized sideband background; the solid curves show the total fit, and the dotted curves the backgrounds
from the fit.
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TOPIC EXAMPLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

CURRENT 
DATA SETS PROSPECTS FUTURE 

DATA SETS

LIGHT MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋𝜂' 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜂𝜂'

10 billion  
J/𝜓 decays

glueballs, hybrids, 
coupled-channel 

analyses

LIGHT BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
𝜓(2S) → pp𝜂 

𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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e+e− → K+(D−
s D*0 + D*−

s D0)
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FIG. 3. Simultaneous unbinned maximum likelihood fit to
the K+ recoil-mass spectra in data at

√
s=4.628, 4.641,

4.661, 4.681 and 4.698 GeV. Note that the size of the
D∗0D̄∗

1(2600)
0(→ D−

s K+) component is consistent with ze-
ro.

Figure 3(a) shows the RM(K+) distribution for events
at

√
s = 4.681GeV; an enhancement is evident in the

region RM(K+) < 4GeV/c2 compared to the expec-
tation from the WS events. This is clearly illustrat-
ed in the RM(K+) distribution in data with subtrac-
tion of the WS component in Fig. 4. The enhance-
ment cannot be attributed to the NR signal processes
e+e− → K+(D−

s D
∗0+D∗−

s D0). To understand potential

contributions from the processes e+e− → D(∗)−
s D∗∗+

s (→
D(∗)0K+) or D(∗)0D̄∗∗0(→ D(∗)−

s K+), we examine all
known D∗∗

(s) excited states [30, 31] using MC simulation
samples. Dedicated exclusive MC studies show that none
of these processes, including possible interference effects,
exhibit a narrow structure below 4.0GeV/c2 [28].

The following three processes that contain excit-
ed D∗∗+

s background have potential contributions
to the RM(K+) spectrum: (1) D−

s D
∗
s1(2536)

+(→
D∗0K+), (2) D∗−

s D∗
s2(2573)

+(→ D0K+), and
(3) D−

s D
∗
s1(2700)

+(→ D∗0K+). We estimate their
production cross sections by studying several control
samples. The yields for channel (1) are estimated by
analyzing the D∗

s1(2536)
+ peak in the D∗0K+ mass

spectra using two separate partially reconstructed sam-
ples: K+D−

s (with D∗0 missing) and K+D∗0 (with D−
s

missing). For channel (2), control samples are selected
by reconstructing D0K+γ (with missing D−

s ) or K
+D∗−

s
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FIG. 4. The K+ recoil-mass spectrum in data at
√
s =

4.681GeV after subtraction of the combinatorial back-
grounds.

(with missing D0). The D∗
s2(2573)

+ yield is obtained
from combined fits to the D0K+ mass spectra. From
this, the contribution from channel (2) to the signal can-
didates in Fig. 3 is evaluated. For channel (3), a control
sample of e+e− → D−

s D
∗
s1(2700)

+(→ D0K+) is selected
by detecting the D−

s K
+ recoiling against a missing

D0. We then use the BF ratio of B(D∗
s1(2700)

+ →
D∗0K+)/B(D∗

s1(2700)
+ → D0K+) = 0.91± 0.18 [32] to

estimate the strength of this background contribution.
The shapes in RM(K+) of these three channels are
extracted from MC samples, whereas the normalization
is derived from the control samples. The estimated
background contributions of the channels (1), (2) and
(3) in the RM(K+) spectrum at

√
s = 4.681GeV are

54.4± 8.0, 19.1± 7.6 and 15.0± 13.3 events, respectively.
For the other energy points, the estimated yields of the
three channels are given in Ref. [28].
Two processes with excited nonstrange D̄∗∗0 states

that produce potential enhancements around 4GeV/c2

in RM(K+) are D∗0D̄∗
1(2600)

0(→ D−
s K

+) [30, 31] and
D0D̄∗

3(2750)
0(→ D∗−

s K+). In these processes, the
RM(K+) spectrum is distorted due to limited produc-
tion phase space. The first process is studied using
an amplitude analysis of the control sample e+e− →
D∗0D̄∗

1(2600)
0(→ D−π+) at all five energy points. Since

the ratio B(D̄∗
1(2600)

0 → D−
s K

+)/B(D̄∗
1(2600)

0 →
D−π+) is unknown, it is difficult to project the results of
the amplitude analysis into our signal channel. Instead,
we determine the ratio in our nominal fit, providing a
constraint on the size of the D∗0D̄∗

1(2600)
0(→ D−

s K
+)

component at the different energy points. For the second
process, no significant signal is observed in the control
sample e+e− → D0D̄∗

3(2750)
0(→ D−π+). Assuming the

relative BF ratio B(D̄∗
3 → D∗−

s K+)/B(D̄∗
3 → D−π+) =

4.1% [33], the contribution of the D0D∗
3(2750)

0 channel
to Fig. 3 is estimated to be 0.0± 0.4 events, and the cor-
responding upper limit is taken into account as a source
of systematic uncertainty.
As no known processes explain the observed en-

hancement in the RM(K+) spectrum, which is very
close to the threshold of D−

s D
∗0 (3975.2MeV/c2) and

D∗−
s D0 (3977.0MeV/c2), we consider the possibility of

describing the structure as a D−
s D

∗0 and D∗−
s D0 res-

onance with a mass-dependent-width Breit-Wigner line
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TOPIC EXAMPLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

CURRENT 
DATA SETS PROSPECTS FUTURE 

DATA SETS

LIGHT MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋𝜂' 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜂𝜂'

10 billion  
J/𝜓 decays

glueballs, hybrids, 
coupled-channel 

analyses

LIGHT BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
𝜓(2S) → pp𝜂 

𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
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> 20 fb−1 of data 
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coupled-channels…
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ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 
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FIG. 3. Distribution of M(�1,2J/ ) after selecting the
X(3872) signal region from Fig. 2a. Points and shaded his-
tograms follow the same convention as Fig. 1. The solid line is
the signal MC and is scaled using subsequent fits; the dashed
line is the component of the signal MC where �1 and �2 are
interchanged. Vertical lines show the �cJ selection regions.

3.60 GeV/c2. A clear signal for the X(3872) is observed
for 4.15 < ECM < 4.30 GeV (Fig. 2a); no evidence for
the X(3872) is seen at other ECM (Fig. 2b). The distri-
butions are fit with a first-order polynomial background
function and a signal shape derived from the signal MC
simulation, where the relative fractions of ⇡0�cJ with
J = 0, 1, 2 are fixed by subsequent fits. There are two
entries per event corresponding to the two combinations
of �1 and �2; the signal MC includes a broad contribu-
tion from events with interchanged �1 and �2. Using
the background samples described earlier (B1 and B2),
we find no other peaking background events. The fit in
Fig. 2a yields 16.9+5.2

�4.5 X(3872) events with a statistical
significance of 4.8�.

We next use the M(�1,2J/ ) distribution to select the
�c0, �c1, and �c2 mass regions (Fig. 3). The photons �1
and �2 are separated by choosing �2 to be the photon
that minimizes �MJ ⌘ |M(�2J/ ) � M0(�cJ)|, where
M0(�cJ) is the nominal mass of each �cJ [3]. We re-
quire �M0 < 25 MeV/c2 and �M1,2 < 20 MeV/c2. The
resulting distributions for M(⇡0�cJ) with J = 0, 1, 2 are
shown in Fig. 4. Each M(⇡0�cJ) distribution is fit with a
constant background function and a signal shape derived
from signal MC simulation. The signal MC samples in-
clude events with interchanged �1 and �2 as well as cross-
feed among the ⇡0�cJ channels. These e↵ects result in
an additional peak below the X(3872) signal region in
the M(⇡0�c0) distribution, but are negligible elsewhere.
In the M(⇡0�c1) distribution, we find a X(3872) signal
with a 5.2� significance. No significant X(3872) signals
are found in the M(⇡0�c0,2) distributions. Numbers for
events, e�ciencies, and significances are listed in Table I.
The total yield of signal events in all three channels is
15.1+4.8

�3.8, consistent with the fit in Fig. 2a.
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FIG. 4. Distributions of ⇡0�cJ mass, M(⇡0�cJ), from the
process e+e� ! �⇡0�cJ for (a) J = 0, (b) J = 1, and (c) J =
2. Points, lines, and histograms follow the same convention
as Fig. 1. The dashed line is the total background in the fit
and includes contributions from events with interchanged �1
and �2 and cross-feed among the search channels.

Also shown in Table I are the final ratios B(X(3872) !
⇡0�cJ)/B(X(3872) ! ⇡+⇡�J/ ). These are calculated
from the ratios of yields of signal events, the ratios of
e�ciencies (including minor e↵ects due to ISR), and the
nominal �cJ and ⇡0 branching fractions [3]. Upper lim-
its (at the 90% C.L.) are calculated from the likelihood
curve of the fits as a function of signal yield after be-
ing convolved with a Gaussian distribution with a width
the size of the systematic uncertainty. The J/ branch-
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3.60 GeV/c2. A clear signal for the X(3872) is observed
for 4.15 < ECM < 4.30 GeV (Fig. 2a); no evidence for
the X(3872) is seen at other ECM (Fig. 2b). The distri-
butions are fit with a first-order polynomial background
function and a signal shape derived from the signal MC
simulation, where the relative fractions of ⇡0�cJ with
J = 0, 1, 2 are fixed by subsequent fits. There are two
entries per event corresponding to the two combinations
of �1 and �2; the signal MC includes a broad contribu-
tion from events with interchanged �1 and �2. Using
the background samples described earlier (B1 and B2),
we find no other peaking background events. The fit in
Fig. 2a yields 16.9+5.2

�4.5 X(3872) events with a statistical
significance of 4.8�.

We next use the M(�1,2J/ ) distribution to select the
�c0, �c1, and �c2 mass regions (Fig. 3). The photons �1
and �2 are separated by choosing �2 to be the photon
that minimizes �MJ ⌘ |M(�2J/ ) � M0(�cJ)|, where
M0(�cJ) is the nominal mass of each �cJ [3]. We re-
quire �M0 < 25 MeV/c2 and �M1,2 < 20 MeV/c2. The
resulting distributions for M(⇡0�cJ) with J = 0, 1, 2 are
shown in Fig. 4. Each M(⇡0�cJ) distribution is fit with a
constant background function and a signal shape derived
from signal MC simulation. The signal MC samples in-
clude events with interchanged �1 and �2 as well as cross-
feed among the ⇡0�cJ channels. These e↵ects result in
an additional peak below the X(3872) signal region in
the M(⇡0�c0) distribution, but are negligible elsewhere.
In the M(⇡0�c1) distribution, we find a X(3872) signal
with a 5.2� significance. No significant X(3872) signals
are found in the M(⇡0�c0,2) distributions. Numbers for
events, e�ciencies, and significances are listed in Table I.
The total yield of signal events in all three channels is
15.1+4.8

�3.8, consistent with the fit in Fig. 2a.
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FIG. 4. Distributions of ⇡0�cJ mass, M(⇡0�cJ), from the
process e+e� ! �⇡0�cJ for (a) J = 0, (b) J = 1, and (c) J =
2. Points, lines, and histograms follow the same convention
as Fig. 1. The dashed line is the total background in the fit
and includes contributions from events with interchanged �1
and �2 and cross-feed among the search channels.

Also shown in Table I are the final ratios B(X(3872) !
⇡0�cJ)/B(X(3872) ! ⇡+⇡�J/ ). These are calculated
from the ratios of yields of signal events, the ratios of
e�ciencies (including minor e↵ects due to ISR), and the
nominal �cJ and ⇡0 branching fractions [3]. Upper lim-
its (at the 90% C.L.) are calculated from the likelihood
curve of the fits as a function of signal yield after be-
ing convolved with a Gaussian distribution with a width
the size of the systematic uncertainty. The J/ branch-
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TOPIC EXAMPLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

CURRENT 
DATA SETS PROSPECTS FUTURE 

DATA SETS

LIGHT MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋𝜂' 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜂𝜂'

10 billion  
J/𝜓 decays

glueballs, hybrids, 
coupled-channel 

analyses

LIGHT BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
𝜓(2S) → pp𝜂 

𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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(analyze current data)
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𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 
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SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Distribution of the D
∗+
s recoil mass of the

events from data (black dots) and inclusive MC sample (green his-
togram), which is normalized according to the integrated luminosi-
ty. The red curve shows the same distribution for D∗+

s D
∗
s0(2317)

−

events from MC simulation.

since they have an identical D∗

s0(2317)
− compared to the sig-

nal process D∗+
s D∗

s0(2317)
−.

The process e+e− → D∗+
s D∗

s0(2317)
− → D∗+

s π0D−

s is
studied via a further π0 reconstruction with two photons from
the remaining showers in the EMC and D−

s as missing par-
ticle. If there are more than two photons, all combinations
of γγD∗+

s are subjected to a 4C kinematic fit with mass con-
straints on the D+

s , D∗+
s , π0 candidates and a missing D−

s ,
requiring the χ2

4C to be less than 36.

The requirements on ∆MK+K−π+ , ∆MγK+K−π+ , χ2
2C

and χ2
4C are optimized with MC samples to obtain the

best statistical precision of B(D∗

s0(2317)
− → π0D−

s ).
The D∗+

s D∗

s0(2317)
− signal is generated by assuming

B(D∗

s0(2317)
− → π0D−

s ) = 0.9 and B(D∗

s0(2317)
− →

γD∗−

s ) = 0.1 and normalized according to the number of
signal events from data. The background is taken from a toy
MC sample generated by fitting the recoil mass distribution
of D∗+

s from data. The MC samples are analyzed with the
same procedure as for data to obtain the branching fraction
B(D∗

s0(2317)
− → π0D−

s ). The requirements yielding the
smallest relative statistical uncertainty are used in this analy-
sis.

The e+e− → D∗+
s D∗

s0(2317)
− events are divided in two

subcategories: “π0-tag succeeded” if at least one π0 is tagged
and the event passed the 4C kinematic fit, and “π0-tag failed”
for the other events. The recoil mass distributions of the
D∗+

s from the 2C kinematic fit of these two subcategories are
shown in Fig. 2. These distributions are fitted simultaneously
to measure the branching fraction of D∗

s0(2317)
− → π0D−

s .

The real D∗

s0(2317)
− → π0D−

s signal events could be cat-
egorized into both subsamples since the detection efficiency
for π0 is 43.4%. On the other hand, potential background
events, such as D∗

s0(2317)
− → γD∗−

s or other decay chan-
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Fit result for data at 4.6 GeV for the two
subsamples, “π0-tag succeeded” (top) and “π0-tag failed” (bottom).
The red dotted and green dashed curves show the fit results for signal
and background, respectively, while the blue curve shows their sum.

nels, could be reconstructed in the “π0-tag succeeded” sample
too. Therefore, the number of D∗

s0(2317)
− signal events in

the “π0-tag succeeded” subsample, N0, is expressed as

N0 = Ntot/εtot · B · εsig +Ntot/εtot · (1− B) · εbkg, (1)

where the first and the second terms represent the contribu-
tions from D∗

s0(2317)
− → π0D−

s (with a branching fraction
of B) and from the other D∗

s0(2317)
− decay mode (with a

branching fraction of 1 − B), respectively. Here the other
decay mode means the potential peaking background mode
D∗

s0(2317)
− → γD∗−

s , which is expected to be the dominant
mode besides π0D−

s , and any other decay modes are consid-
ered in the systematic uncertainty. The Ntot is the number
of D∗

s0(2317)
− signal events in the full sample (the sum of

“π0-tag succeeded” and “π0-tag failed” events), εtot is the
corresponding detection efficiency for the reconstructed D∗+

s ,
Ntot/εtot is the number of producedD∗+

s D∗

s0(2317)
− events,

εsig is the detection efficiency for D∗

s0(2317)
− → π0D−

s

events being reconstructed in the “π0-tag succeeded” sample
including the branching fraction of π0 → γγ [5], and εbkg is
the efficiency for non-(D∗

s0(2317)
− → π0D−

s ) events to be
reconstructed in the “π0-tag succeeded” sample. The efficien-
cies εtot, εsig and εbkg are obtained from MC simulations, and
are 40.0%, 17.2%, and 5.8%, respectively.

From Eq. (1), we derive the absolute branching fraction
B(D∗

s0(2317)
− → π0D−

s ) as

B =
N0 −Ntot/εtot · εbkg
Ntot/εtot · (εsig − εbkg)

, (2)

where the branching fraction B and Ntot are the free parame-
ters in a simultaneous fit to the recoil mass distributions of the
D∗+

s in Fig. 2, and N0 is calculated using Eq. (1).

 Excited  states are produced with  
            higher-energy  collisions.
⟹ Ds

e+e−
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  (500 pb  at 4.6 GeV)e+e− → Λ+
c Λ̄−

c
−1

4

High-statistics Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of e+e−

annihilations are used to understand backgrounds and to
estimate detection efficiencies. The simulation includes
the beam-energy spread and initial-state radiation (ISR)
of the e+e− collisions as simulated with KKMC [12].
The inclusive MC sample consists of Λ+

c Λ
−
c events, D(s)

production [13], ISR return to lower-mass ψ states, and
continuum processes e+e− → qq̄ (q = u, d, s). Decay
modes as specified in the Particle Data Group summary
(PDG) [4] are modeled with EVTGEN [14]. For the MC
production of e+e− → Λ+

c Λ
−
c , the observed cross sec-

tions are taken into account, and phase-space-generated
Λ+
c decays are reweighted according to the observed be-

haviors in data. All final tracks and photons are fed into
a GEANT4-based [15] detector simulation package.

Charged tracks detected in the MDC must satisfy
| cos θ| < 0.93 (where θ is the polar angle with respect
to the beam direction) and have a distance of closest ap-
proach to the IP of less than 10 cm along the beam axis
and less than 1 cm in the perpendicular plane, except for
those used for reconstructing K0

S and Λ decays. Tracks
are identified as protons when the PID determines this
hypothesis to have the greatest likelihood (L(p) > L(K)
and L(p) > L(π)), while charged kaons and pions are dis-
criminated based on comparing the likelihoods for these
two hypotheses (L(K) > L(π) or L(π) > L(K)).

Showers in the EMC not associated with any charged
track are identified as photon candidates after fulfill-
ing the following requirements. The deposited ener-
gy is required to be larger than 25MeV in the bar-
rel (| cos θ| < 0.8) region and 50MeV in the end-cap
region(0.84 < | cos θ| < 0.92). To suppress electronic
noise and showers unrelated to the event, the EMC time
deviation from the event start time is required to be with-
in (0, 700) ns. The π0 candidates are reconstructed from
photon pairs, and their invariant masses are required to
satisfy 115 < M(γγ) < 150MeV/c2. To improve momen-
tum resolution, a mass-constrained fit to the π0 nominal
mass is applied to the photon pairs and the resulting
energy and momentum of the π0 are used for further
analysis.

Candidates for K0
S and Λ are formed by combining

two oppositely charged tracks into the final states π+π−

and pπ−. For these two tracks, their distances of clos-
est approaches to the IP must be within ±20 cm along
the beam direction. No distance constraints in the trans-
verse plane are required. The charged π is not subject-
ed to the PID requirements described above, while pro-
ton PID is implemented in order to improve signal sig-
nificance. The two daughter tracks are constrained to
originate from a common decay vertex by requiring the
χ2 of the vertex fit to be less than 100. Furthermore,
the decay vertex is required to be separated from the
IP by a distance of at least twice the fitted vertex res-
olution. The fitted momenta of the π+π− and pπ− are
used in the further analysis. We impose requirements
487 < M(π+π−) < 511 MeV/c2 and 1111 < M(pπ−) <
1121 MeV/c2 to select K0

S and Λ signal candidates, re-
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FIG. 1. Fits to the ST MBC distributions in data for the
different decay modes. Points with error bars are data, solid
lines are the sum of the fit functions, and dashed lines are the
background shapes.

spectively, which are within about 3 standard deviations
from their nominal masses. To form Σ0, Σ+ and ω can-
didates, requirements on the invariant masses of 1179 <
M(Λγ) < 1203MeV/c2, 1176 < M(pπ0) < 1200MeV/c2

and 760 < M(π+π−π0) < 800MeV/c2, are imposed.
When we reconstruct the decay modes pK0

Sπ
0,

pK0
Sπ

+π− and Σ+π+π−, possible backgrounds from Λ →
pπ− in the final states are rejected by requiring M(pπ−)
outside the range (1110, 1120)MeV/c2. In addition, for
the mode pK0

Sπ
0, candidate events within the range

1170 < M(pπ0) < 1200MeV/c2 are excluded to suppress
Σ+ backgrounds. To removeK0

S candidates in the modes
Λπ+π−π+, Σ+π0 and Σ+π+π−, masses of any pairs of
π+π− and π0π0 are not allowed to fall in the range (480,
520)MeV/c2.
To discriminate Λc candidates from background, two

variables reflecting energy and momentum conservation
are used. First, we calculate the energy difference,
∆E ≡ E − Ebeam, where E is the total measured en-
ergy of the Λc candidate and Ebeam is the average value
of the e+ and e− beam energies. For each tag mode,
candidates are rejected if they fail the ∆E requirements
in Table I, which correspond to about 3 times the reso-
lutions. Second, we define the beam-constrained mass
MBC of the Λc candidates by substituting the beam-
energy Ebeam for the energy E of the Λc candidates,
MBCc2 ≡

√

E2
beam − p2c2, where p is the measured Λc

momentum in the center-of-mass system of the e+e− col-
lision. Figure 1 shows the MBC distributions for the ST
samples, where evident Λc signals peak at the nominal Λc

mass position (2286.46±0.14) MeV/c2 [4]. The MC sim-
ulations show that peaking backgrounds and cross feeds
among the twelve ST modes are negligible.

 BESIII can study a wide variety of  decays.   
       With higher energies, more charmed baryons  
          will be accessible.

⟹ Λc
CHARMED BARYON 

SPECTROSCOPY
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TOPIC EXAMPLE 
ACHIEVEMENTS

CURRENT 
DATA SETS PROSPECTS FUTURE 

DATA SETS

LIGHT MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋𝜂' 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜋𝜋 
J/𝜓 → 𝛾𝜂𝜂'

10 billion  
J/𝜓 decays

glueballs, hybrids, 
coupled-channel 

analyses

LIGHT BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → pp𝜋 
𝜓(2S) → pp𝜂 

𝜓(2S) → 𝛬𝛴𝜋

2.7 billion  
𝜓(2S) decays

further explorations 
in J/𝜓, 𝜓(2S), and other 

charmonium decays

no plans 
(analyze current data)

CHARMONIUM 
SPECTROSCOPY

𝜓(2S) → 𝛾 + ccbar 
𝜓(2S) → 𝜋 hc 

decays of 𝜂c  & hc

rare and precision 
transitions; properties 
of 𝜓2; search for 𝜂c2…

“Y” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝜋𝜋J/𝜓 
ee → 𝜋𝜋𝜓(2S) 
ee → D*D*

more data; coupled-
channel analyses of 
e+e− cross sections 

cross sections

BEPCII-U UPGRADE:

“Z” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

Zc(3900) → 𝜋J/𝜓 (PWA) 
Zc(4020) → 𝜋hc 

Zcs(3985) → DsD*

> 20 fb−1 of data 
at Ecm above 4 GeV

new Zc and Zcs decays; 
Ecm dependence; 

coupled-channels…

(1) 3× luminosity 
for Ecm above 4 GeV

“X” MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → 𝛾X(3872) 
X(3872) → 𝜋𝜒c1 
X(3872) →  DD* 

increased precision 
and searches for new 
X(3872) decay modes

(2) maximum energy 
increase from  
5 to 5.6 GeV

CHARMED MESON 
SPECTROSCOPY

ee → Ds*Ds*(2317) 
ee → DsD(*)K

> 3 fb−1 above 𝛬c𝛬c 
threshold

access to more D and 
Ds excited states

⇒ much larger data 
sets above 4 GeV 

(plans are being made);

CHARMED BARYON 
SPECTROSCOPY decays of the 𝛬c

access to the 𝛴c, 𝛯c, 𝛺c 
(and excitations), 

and possibly the Pc

and expanded energy 
reach into new 

territory
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For many more details, see:

(1) the BESIII Snowmass white paper:

“Physics in the tau-charm Region at BESIII”
arXiv:2204.08943

(2) a white paper on the BESIII physics program:

“Future Physics Programme of BESIII”
CPC44, 040001 (2020)

arXiv:1912.05983
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